Introduction {#sec0005}
============

Clavicle fractures are common injuries and occur in 2.6%--4% of adults. They account for 44% of shoulder girdle fractures,[@bib0120], [@bib0125], [@bib0130] as this is the thinnest region of the clavicle and is not protected by muscle tissue. Conservative treatment has been recommended; it presents low rates of pseudoarthrosis (less than 1% of cases).[@bib0135], [@bib0140] However, recent literature has shown nonunion rates above 15% and unsatisfactory results between 23% and 31%.[@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0155], [@bib0160] These results can be explained by changes in follow-up, improvement of diagnostic techniques, changes in results criteria, and the increasing severity of fractures.[@bib0165]

Surgical treatment is recommended in certain situations, such as in cases with a high degree of displacement or with more than 20 mm shortening.[@bib0170] With surgical treatment, pseudoarthrosis rates range from 2% to 3% with the use of plates and from 0% to 10% with intramedullary rods. Nonetheless, the rate of unsatisfactory results still ranges from 5% to 36%.[@bib0175], [@bib0180], [@bib0185]

Several randomized trials compared results of conservative and surgical treatment.[@bib0155], [@bib0190], [@bib0195], [@bib0200], [@bib0205], [@bib0210] Xu et al.[@bib0210] and McKee et al.[@bib0215] conducted a meta-analyses to determine the preferred treatment. These authors found high rates of pseudarthrosis and malunion after conservative treatment.

This study aimed to evaluate the decision among orthopedic surgeons regarding which cases they would perform surgery or treat conservatively. The hypotheses were:Hypothesis 1To evaluate whether less experienced surgeons indicate surgeries more frequently.Hypothesis 2To evaluate whether there is a difference in treatment indication in different regions of Brazil.Hypothesis 3To evaluate whether different types of fracture influence treatment indication.

Material and methods {#sec0010}
====================

A computer program was developed; it contained 20 radiographs of fractures of the middle third of the clavicle (AO/OTA 15-B). All the images were of acute fractures in anteroposterior view, and were divided into four groups: 1 -- AO/OTA 15-B1 fractures without deviation; 2 -- AO/OTA 15-B1 fractures with deviation; 3 -- AO/OTA 15-B2 fractures; and 4 -- AO/OTA 15-B3 fractures. Each group contained five randomly distributed images. The evaluator was asked to indicate a type of treatment, whether conservative or surgical. The software included only images of fractures of the middle third of the clavicle in patients aged between 18 and 60 years. Images of patients with previous, exposed, or pathological fractures were excluded, as well as those of patients with previous morbidity affecting the upper limb (including the scapular girdle and the presence of neurovascular involvement). This study classified physicians as experienced when they had ≥20 years of practice, and as new those with \<20 years of practice.

As the study aimed to analyze the evaluator\'s conduct; age, gender, and cause of the accident were not mentioned so that the evaluator would indicate treatment based on radiographic criteria alone.

[Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"} show the description of the 193 evaluators, mean age, mean time of professional activity, and overall percentage of surgical indications by region of Brazil.Table 1Number of participants, mean age, mean time of professional activity, and general percentage of surgical indications, by region of Brazil.Table 1RegionNumber of participantsMean age (years)Mean time of professional activity (years)Overall percentage of surgery indicationsBrazil1934317.552Mid-West7441346Northeast19462148North6411443Southeast130502352South31431855[^1]Table 2Percentage of professionals who indicate the surgery, stratified by time of professional activity.Table 2GroupCaseTime of professional activityUp to 2 years3--6 years7--10 years11--20 yearsOver 20 years119.10.04.51.76.020.04.50.01.71.5313.60.04.515.07.5418.20.04.518.313.459.113.64.58.39.02140.950.050.063.359.7290.910095.510095.5368.263.677.366.780.6486.454.586.465.076.1510090.995.593.397.03177.368.268.273.382.1227.39.14.523.323.934.54.50.01.70.0495.595.590.996.795.5536.427.327.331.737.34186.495.590.990.092.5268.240.945.558.356.7386.490.986.483.388.1477.359.177.378.386.6586.454.563.661.771.6[^2]Table 3Percentage of professionals who indicate the surgery in each age bracket of evaluators.Table 3GroupCaseAge range of the evaluatorsUp to 29 years30--39 years40--49 years50--59 yearsOver 60 years old115.04.50.03.213.025.01.50.03.20.0310.09.115.13.24.3410.012.117.06.517.455.09.17.512.98.72135.059.154.761.365.2290.098.598.193.5100375.072.764.274.287.0480.074.264.271.082.6510095.594.390.31003165.077.371.780.682.6215.016.728.322.613.035.01.51.90.00.0490.097.096.290.3100525.033.335.835.530.44185.092.486.893.5100260.053.058.558.147.8390.086.483.083.995.7465.077.377.483.991.3560.072.758.571.073.9[^3]

Results {#sec0015}
=======

Verification of hypotheses {#sec0020}
--------------------------

The authors investigated the possibility of a relationship between evaluators' responses and their age, and between evaluators' response and their professional experience. The research was based on two methodologies: (1) analysis of the Spearman correlation between the number of surgical indications from an evaluator and his/her age and between the number of surgical indications from an evaluator and his/her time of professional experience; and (2) chi-squared test to evaluated the significant association between the age group and the response to each question. [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"} shows the result of the correlation analysis; no strong correlation was observed between the number of surgical indications and the evaluators' experience or age. The chi-squared test also did not present significant associations between the responses and age group in the 20 assessments.Table 4Spearman correlation index between number of surgical indications and duration of surgery, as well as between the number of surgical indications and age.Table 4Time of operationAgeNumber of indications for group 1 cases−0.010.01Number of indications for group 2 cases0.080.08Number of indications for group 3 cases0.030.11Number of indications for group 4 cases0.040.09Number of indications in total cases0.050.10[^4]

[Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of the evaluators. It was observed that the mean indication of surgery in the total sample was 52%. No significant differences were observed when surgical indications were stratified by different regions of Brazil.Fig. 1Overall percentage of surgical indications by region of Brazil.*Source*: AO trauma Brazil courses, 2014.

[Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"} show the incidence of surgery indication for the different fracture groups.Fig. 2Overall percentage of surgical indications for group 1 -- AO/OTA 15-B1 fracture without deviation, by region of Brazil. Representative radiograph of the group.Fig. 3Overall percentage of surgical indications for group 2 -- AO/OTA 15-B1 fracture with deviation, by region of Brazil. Representative radiograph of the group.Fig. 4Overall percentage of surgical indications for group 3 -- AO/OTA 15-B2 fracture, by region of Brazil. Representative radiograph of the group.Fig. 5Overall percentage of surgical indications for group 4 -- AO/OTA 15-B3 fracture, by region of Brazil. Representative radiograph of the group.

[Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"} shows that for both global and regional analyses, the proportion of surgical recommendation was much lower in group 1, as expected. Cases from group 2 received more surgical indications than those of group 3 in all regions of Brazil; only in the Mid-West and North regions they did not surpass the percentage of surgical indications of group 4 (higher complexity).Fig. 6Percentage of surgeons who would indicate surgery in Brazil for each group of images, defined according to the complexity in Brazil and by region of Brazil.*Source*: AO trauma courses, Brazil, 2014.

[Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"} shows that, in an overall analysis, higher percentages of surgical indication were observed from physicians from the South and Southeast regions for all the radiographs of groups 2, 3, and 4.Fig. 7Percentage of surgeons who indicate surgery for each group of images, defined according to the complexity in Brazil and by region of Brazil.*Source*: AO trauma courses, Brazil, 2014.

In the case analysis, no pattern could be identified for the Brazilian regions. Even within a group (cases of the same complexity), no specific pattern of indication was verified in the regions of Brazil.

Discussion {#sec0025}
==========

In this study, the authors aimed to answer the question: are diaphyseal clavicular fractures still treated traditionally in a non-surgical way?

Through three hypotheses, the authors demonstrated that surgical indication was uniform for both the less experienced and the more experienced evaluators. Despite the large socioeconomic differences, the different regions of the country presented a pattern for surgical indication. Through the radiographic characteristics of the fracture, it was not possible to establish how deviation size, angulation, and severity can define treatment.

General literature suggests that all clavicular fractures have good results with conservative treatment.[@bib0135], [@bib0140] Reports prior to Hippocrates had already observed that "when the clavicle fracture is simple and transverse, treatment is easier; in turn, when it is oblique, the treatment becomes more difficult."[@bib0220] Recent studies have shown that surgical treatment is preferred in specific cases (especially displaced fractures).[@bib0145], [@bib0160] The current literature, when comparing treatments, has reported that surgical treatment reduces nonunion rates and symptomatic malunion, leading to better functional outcomes and early return to activity.[@bib0200], [@bib0215], [@bib0225] Pieske et al.[@bib0230] published the results of treatment preferences for middle third of the clavicle fractures in a study including 142 patients in Germany, and observed a mean of 26% of surgically treated fractures per year. Unfortunately, the authors did not classify the type of fracture. Heuer et al.[@bib0165] showed that surgical treatment was recommended in 56% of cases and selected in 60%, probably due their case selection, with a large proportion of displaced fractures. However, the study has shown a strong tendency for surgical treatment to become more widely used.

The hypothesis raised was whether experienced evaluators would indicate conservative treatment more often than those less experienced, as there was a consensus in both textbooks and articles about the notion that "clavicle fractures are traditionally treated non-surgically." Moreover, less experienced evaluators would, in theory, indicate surgeries more often, due to the development of new technologies, among other causes. In this study, the hypotheses of a relationship between the evaluators' responses and their age as well as between the evaluators' response and their professional experience were rejected. As shown in the results, no significant trend or association was observed between the most experienced and the youngest (in relation to age) or less experienced (relative to time in practice). The indication for surgical treatment in this study was 52%, which is in agreement with Heuer et al.[@bib0165] The percentage of professionals who indicate surgery, the evaluators' time of professional experience, and the age group of evaluators are shown in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}.

Another hypothesis raised was whether in certain regions of the country, with more socioeconomic difficulties, indication for surgery could vary. This hypothesis was also rejected. In the global analysis, even within the same group (cases of the same complexity), no specific pattern of indication was verified in the regions of Brazil. Evaluators from the South and Southeast regions stood out for indicating more surgeries. However, for the cases of simple fracture, the Mid-West region presented the highest percentage of surgical indications (11%), while the Northeast and North regions presented percentages of 3% and 2%, respectively. The Mid-West, North, and Northeast regions presented percentages of surgical indications below the global proportion, except in group 1 cases, where Mid-West evaluators indicated surgery more frequently than the global proportion (11% vs. 7%, respectively). A relevant observation was the lack of a standard for the Brazilian regions in the analysis of cases of the same complexity. Each regional group of evaluators was expected to present percentages of surgical indications without much variability within a single group, since the images from the same group presented the same degree of complexity. However, a high variability in surgical indications was observed within the same complexity group.

The next hypothesis was whether different types of fractures would present different treatment indications (whether the degree of complexity guides the type of treatment); that is, whether the more complex the fracture, the higher the surgical indication index.

Both in the overall sample and in the Brazilian regions studied, the hypothesis was not confirmed, as in the global analysis and in the regions studied, the proportion of surgical recommendation was much lower, as expected in group 1. The cases of group 2 (simple deviated fractures) received more surgical indications than the cases of group 3 in all regions, and only did not surpass the percentage of surgical indications of group 4 (greater complexity) in the Mid-West and North regions.

This study has some limitations, among them the selection of evaluators. The authors analyzed information from general orthopedic surgeons, not those specialized in trauma or in shoulder surgery. Another limitation was the lack of information about gender, age, and cause of the fracture, which might have influenced the indication. However, this lack of information was intentional, since the purpose of the study was to evaluate the treatment indications based on radiographic criteria. Another important point that needs to be taken into account is the low number of evaluators from the Mid-West and North regions of the country.

Conclusion {#sec0030}
==========

There was no association between surgical indication and time of professional practice.

The South and Southeast regions were those that most recommend surgery for groups 2, 3, and 4. For group 1, the evaluators from the Mid-West region were those who most recommend surgery. Furthermore, no characteristic pattern for the Brazilian regions was verified in the case analysis.

Even within groups (cases of the same complexity), no specific pattern of indication was verified per region of Brazil.

It was observed that no region maintained the same level of surgical indication for cases with the same degree of complexity.

The authors believe that fractures of the middle third of the clavicle should be treated according to clinical and radiographic criteria to achieve best results, contrary to the recommendation from most articles and textbooks that fractures of the middle third of the clavicle are traditionally treated non-surgically.
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